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Will your organisation survive post-Quantum Era ?
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State preparation Quantum gates

Relative Phase Decoherence

Quantum computing is considered as one of the most disruptive emerging
technologies for the years to come. Its inherent threats will both affect the
organisations who are willing to adopt it and those who are not. However, the
opportunities embedded within Quantum applications will clearly benefit major
sectors and open new challenges once limited by classical computers.

As for any novel technology, Quantum computing encompasses many Business,
Operational, Technological and Cyber risks, that must be equally monitored and
managed closely. Therefore, Risk Managers must play a crucial role in providing
Top Management with accurate information about those risks, so they can define
the right Business strategy regarding this technology.

Moreover, failing to understand Quantum computing and its implications at all
levels of any organisation, can increase the criticality of those risks.
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Type of Quantum architectures and their inherent risks

Reversible Quantum 

Computing

(Quantum Circuit Model)

Variational Quantum 

Eigensolvers

(Hybrid Computing)

One Way Quantum Computing

(Measurement Based 

Quantum Computing)

Adiabatic Quantum Computing

(Quantum Annealing)

⮚ Pros : High potential of 
Quantum Speedup

⮚ Cons : More prone to noise

⮚ Pros : Easy to implement 
due to post-processing with 
classical CPUs

⮚ Cons : Limited potential 
due to its hybrid nature

⮚ Pros : More resistant to 
noise

⮚ Cons : High power 
consumption might be 
caused by its irreversibility

⮚ Pros : Ideal for optimization 
use cases

⮚ Cons : Less adapted to run 
Quantum algorithms such 
as Shor’s or Grover’s

Quantum computers currently being researched and developed are based on different type of architectures, each one having its
pros and cons in term of performance. These are the main four prominent Quantum computing architectures:

Qubits need to have a long
enough coherence time to
process the Quantum circuit
and output the desired result.
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Quantum processing units can
be coupled along with classical
processing units to reach
solutions for problems.

A cluster of qubits is prepared in
an entangled graph state then
measurement is performed to
specific qubits.

Addresses the problem of
finding the state with the
lowest energy level from a
superposition.
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Overview of standard risks in relation with Quantum Computing (1/3)

Adopting Quantum computing will expose organisations to Business, Operational and Technological risks as any new project or
product with strong Technological foundations and important Business challenges. However, Risk Managers must take into
account the particular complexity and the deep potential disruption when dealing with this technology.

Since Quantum computing is
considered as highly disruptive
for many Businesses, companies
need to evaluate whether they
want to be early adopters or wait
till the technology matures.
Failing to adopt it may cause
serious competitive disadvantage
on the long run, however,
adopting it without proper
planning may lead to hasty
investments and thus financial
losses.

Business applications based on
Quantum calculations may be
prone to human errors (since
elaborating Quantum algorithms
requires particular and scarce
expertise, thus not easily
monitorable) or technological
errors (due to decoherence or
other Quantum noises affecting
the efficiency of the results). This
may cause client dissatisfaction
and reputational issues.

Applying Quantum computing to
highly regulated industries (such
as Finance, Insurance, Healthcare,
Energy and Telecommunication)
will surely peak the regulators
interest. The complexity of this
technology coupled with the well
known error issues, will put the
usage of Quantum computing
within those sectors under
regulatory scrutiny, at least for
the first years of effective
adoption.

Manipulating Quantum computers
or elaborating Quantum-based
applications will require particular
expertise, therefore, just like other
emerging technologies, companies
will heavily rely on external
experts in order to adopt
Quantum computing. This will lead
to important externalisation of
sensitive competencies and also
reluctancy from IT staff, feeling
overwhelmed with all these
innovations.

Strategic Human ResourcesReputational Regulatory
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Overview of standard risks in relation with Quantum Computing (2/3)

Business applications fully or
partially based on Quantum
calculations must have a robust
Business Continuity Plan (BCP). If
the maintenance of the Quantum
systems is performed by a Third-
Party, clear Service Level
Agreements (SLA) in term of
service continuity must be stated
within the contract. Those SLAs
must respect the Recovery Time
& Point Objectives (RTO & RPO)
identified within the Business
Impact Analysis (BIA).

Adopting Quantum computing
will require updating existing
policies and procedures (Incident
Management, Obsolescence
Management, etc.) to reflect the
changes impacted by the new
technology. Moreover, the
adoption of hybrid applications
(embedding both Quantum and
classical calculations) will raise
issues about interfacing legacy
systems while implementing the
technology.

Quantum computers will pose
real threats over current
encryption protocols. Quantum
algorithms such as Shor’s can
solve classically complex problem
much faster and thus break
cryptography protocols like RSA.
This capability is not expected
before several years, however
companies must begin today to
assess and plan the remediation
of future obsolete encryptions.
Quantum proof encryption
protocols will soon emerge.

Companies adopting Quantum
computing will be heavily
exposed to third-party
dependencies, since most of the
technology will be outsourced in
term of expertise, maintenance
and evolution. Purchasing
departments must understand
those risks and evaluate the
expanse of the dependency when
negotiating contracts with
specialized vendors.

Operational Resilience VendorTechnological Cybersecurity
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Overview of standard risks in relation with Quantum Computing (3/3)
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Overview of specific risks related to Quantum Computing

State preparation is considered
one of the first steps of Quantum
computations. Since Quantum
bits (Qubits) need to be in
superposition and sometimes
entanglement, those states may
bare a variety of issues due to
their complex nature. Any failure
at this early stage, will make all
the results automatically
obsolete.

Quantum gates are unitary
operations that transform the
Quantum state. They are the
physical implementation of
Quantum algorithms in the
Quantum circuit model. They can
act on one or multiple Qubits at a
time. Thus, a precise and faithful
Quantum control is required to
avoid unwilling gate applications,
as well as to reduce the error rate
they are prone to.

Quantum gates are reversible,
resulting in a drastic decrease in
power consumption. Also, gates
can be written as matrices which
allows us to express a Quantum
gate as a product of other
Quantum gates, making
experimental implementation
much easier. This however can
add relative phase terms which
modify the quantum state and
drastically decrease the quality of
entanglement.

Qubits are prone to unwilling
interaction with their
environment, which can destroy
their superposition by acting
similar to an act of measurement.
This is known as decoherence.
Quantum error correction (QEC)
is currently being investigated by
many research teams in order to
achieve more reliable Quantum

computers that are subject to

less error ratios.

State preparation DecoherenceQuantum gates Relative phase

Many of the inherent risks related to Quantum computing are inherited by its fundamental obstacles that researchers around the
world are working to overcome. Here are the main challenges faced within Quantum computing fields:
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Conclusion

Quantum computing offers the potential to perform faster calculations and considerably reduce the needed computation time when
applied to many systems and applications. Its disruptive nature has clear benefits over different sensitive sectors such as Healthcare,
Finance, Telecommunication and Manufacturing. However, this emerging technology contains critical inherent risks due to its
complexity and error-prone issues, especially in its early stages. Therefore, understanding Quantum computing, its related risks and its
real opportunities are crucial for its adoption.

A risk-based approach cannot be efficiently implemented without the key role of Risk Managers prior, during and post-
implementation of Quantum technology within any organisation.
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Quantum Lexicon

Quantum computing : The concept of using a computing system that obeys the laws of Quantum physics instead of classical physics.

Qubits : Classical computers utilize the binary system where information is coded in a bit as “0” or “1”. Quantum computers utilize an
analogue to bits that we name “Quantum bits” or “qubits”.

Superposition : The capacity of a qubit of being simultaneously in both states (“0” and “1”) as long as it is not measured, thanks to the
laws of Quantum physics.

Entanglement : This principal allows for strong correlations and leverage between qubits, thus increasing the potential of Quantum
computing power.
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